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Augmented Reality： A New Challenge that 
Architecture Face 
The classical definition of architecture and public space is no longer value 
in the age of information and wireless communication. With wireless con-
nection, people can perform any task anywhere, and through the internet, 
they access to the virtual platform to keep up with friends. The role of 
architecture has been reduced to a mere backdrop for the operation of 
computer or mobile devices, and the virtual public space has taken over 
the dominance for social interaction of the actual public space. To catch 
up with the changes of contemporary lifestyle, architecture may need to 
seek new form of spatial configuration and public domain formation. The 
promising technology of Augmented Reality may open up new grounds for 
architects to experiment. New types of architecture with unprecedented 
flexibility and level of users' participation would be the ultimate goal. 
Right now, both the use of the physical entity of our cities and the virtual 
network established by the internet have been suffering from constraints 
which limits the level of interaction they allow. The static and inert position 
of architecture does not suit the programmatic freedom promised by wire-
less communication, while the virtual network can hardly interact with the 
actual world except through the conventional human-computer interface 
which restricts the user on the computer screen and make interactions of 
larger scales difficult. 
With the emergence of Augmented Reality, together with an architectural 
alternative which allow a higher flexibility and users' configurations of ar-
chitectural elements affecting spatial quality, we may reach a possible so-






1. Ornament / Iconography / Visual Narratives 
Before the age of Augmented Reality, we have already seen tones of images and 
information on the surfaces of architecture in our cities. Venturi wants us to think 
of "architecture as an iconographic representation emitting electronic imagery 
from its surface day and night". Yet if we focus completely on the idea of archi-
tecture as information surface, we may forget that traditional architecture com-
municated messages and narratives not only through flat narrative surfaces but 
also through the particular articulation of space. For a cathedral, it also communi-
cated Christian narratives through its whole spatial structure. To see the trend of 
development using architectural surfaces as narrative devices, four examples are 
picked in chronological order: gothic cathedrals, renaissance palaces, arcades of 
19th century and contemporary buildings with big banners on exterior. 
An important design problem is how to combine the new functioning of a surface 
as an electronic display with the new kind of spaces and forms being imagined by 
contemporary architects. Augmented architectural surface may open up previous 
constraints on spatial delivery of information. 
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Gothic Cathedral 
It make use of the window 
niosafo：,, with natural light as external 
source and transforming its colour, to create 
the >nc) ()cl ntniosphoro within. Together with the 
narrative staturs and the symbolic structure, the interior 
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Renaissance Palace 
With paintings hanging on the interior 
wall, which themselves depict pcrspactivo 
sceneries, virtual spaces are generated alongside 
the gallery; people look at and eventually are immersef 
in the virtual space within the painting. Ormnncins atld refine 
furniture create a sense of wealth in the space. 
19th Century Arcade 
With the popular use of glass, 伊 
winclovvi. appeared, showing the goods sole 
each shop. Attracted by the window display^； people' 
stand in front of the shop which may induce ncc/c/f參" 
oncountcrs. Taking advantage of the transparency of glass, 
•狗、')rooi was used to allow both natural lighting and sheltering 
from undesirable climate, prompting a sense of virtuality which is 
equivalent with the artificial environment within contemporary shop^ping mall. 1 I • ^ 細 Ms 1 £ i i n - L i l 9 A I 1 N 
Contemporary Building 
To generate greater exposure and 
persuasive effects on consumiJtion, 
retailers, entertainers and entrepreneurs 
started occupying building facades with their 
own iiclvortisonients. Electronic display screens 
often found on facades as well. Building envelopes 
now actually information surfaces which push the saturation 
of information in contemporary urban spaces to an extreme 
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From Static to Augmented and Interactive 
The new technology of Augmented Reality generates possibility for a new adapt-
ability of architecture to suit the contemporary lifestyle. Human no longer remain 
at a static position when operating on interfaces, escaping from the imprisonment 
as when we using the computer or watching a movie. The subjectivity of choice 
of information one wants to receive on the internet would be extended on the ac-
tual world; human bodies are no longer passive recipients of information chosen 
by conventional mass media. Contemporary attempts of spatial augmentation, 
without the freedom given by the imaginary achievement of Augmented Reality, 
still suffer from constraints of absolute flexibility, in which the interactions they 
provoke are limited on certain levels only. The following are four common means 
of spatial augmentation in last century, cyclorama, cinema, immersive virtual real-
ity and interactive installation, with their own constraints. 
The multilevel interaction between human and media and that between individu-
als promised by different types of interactive installations may provide hints for a 
wider possibility of interactions, given the confinement of the interactive devices 
could be eliminated once new technologies make it possible. 
Cyclorarria 
It is a building showing panoramidp^inting on 
signed to provide a viewer standing in the middle of the cylinder with a 360° .Yiew ofthe 
painting. The a viev^r, surr6Lingp(^,by t^e.paiipramic 




- a s fully surrounded by the 
panoramic image in a darkened 
envorpnment, viewers are i n t 
mersefl in the space depicted by 
the Image 
participants'Mobility 
^contlned to the viewing Plat-
form (red) in exhibition area 
Human-media Interaction 
• passive receplion o! Image 
Interpersonal interaction 
• audience are free to communi-
cate with each other 
^ — ^ 
Media 
- H n c h r o n M moving image 
participants' Adaptation 
-sitting in the darkened room 
and watching the huge and lumi-
nous moving Images, audience 
are aftsorfted In the sequence oi 
scenes 
Participants'Nobility 
" C o n n n e f l t Q i n e W v i d u a r u w t 
(red) In the room 
Human-media Interaction 
> passive reception of image 
Interpersonal Interaction 
-interaction between any 
individuals of audience is not 
expected Cinema Im : ；!^了 As the audienCB^it and watch a m o i i ^ n t|ie darkened screening room, the huge and 
luminous moving image on the scf-een taf^e over the space of the room, making the 
audience paying full attention to what is shown. And it is for the first time that people 




Virtual reality refers to computer-simTll i^^^pRfPnents that can simulate places in the 
real world, as well as in imaginary worlds. It exists either in the virtual space represented 
on computer screen or in physical space being augmented by the simulated environ-
ment. Users can interact with a virtual environment through the use of standard input 





- a s perceptually surrounded by 
simulated environment (may with 
head mount display), they virtu-
ally present in the represented 
space 
Participants* Nobility 
-！ree to move, yel may confined 
nv llie interactive device thev 
control 
Human-media Interaction 
-participants can change the 
space (representationally) 
through actions or commands 
Interpersonal interaction 
-interaction may yet notfterel" 
evat 丨 0 ine oneralion ot ine space 
Interactive Installation . 
Such installation involves the spectator in a way that allows the art to achieve its pur-
pose. It frequently feature computers and sensors to respond to motion, heat, meteoro-
logical changes or other types of input their makers programmed them to respond to. 
Some works accept textual or visual input from places outside their venues; sometimes 
an audience can influence the course of a performance or can even participate in it. 
Media 
-multimedia interctive devices 
r 
Participants' Adaptation 
-being In space with Interactive 
device, they perceptually recog-
nize the physical entity they are 
！n 
Participants' Nobility 




-parliclpants take part (even 
outside the venue) in multi-level 
(time involved) interaction with 
the work 
Interpersonal Interaction 
-being free to communicate, 
interaction may yet nol nereievai 
fotheoDerafinnollliesDafie 
I 
¥ 」 夕 3. Globalization / Changes in Human 
Behaviours 
Geographical boundaries are never sealed completely. There are links and con-
nections between areas, which vary by circumstance. These define a space of 
flows to exist alongside the space of territories. Starting vyith the basic electronic 
infrastructure, the world cities network represents one of the higher levels of spa-
tial organization. The overlapping of the global (digital) and the local (non-digital) 
has brought with it a destabilizing of older hierarchies of scale (institutional scope) 
and often dramatic rescaling (deregulation, privatization). What we experience as 
"local" is actually part of the global network. 
We are no longer present in a single place but continually co-present in many dif-
ferent places - not just when we step outside the house and enter the city context, 
but when, for example, we turn on the computer or the TV, The city is still localized 
as a place or a region, but "locality" now means the feeling of being somewhere, 
of having a place in a context where your life has some relevance. The design 
challenge for architecture in this context is-, instead of trying to create a single 
public domain, to create an atmosphere for the establishment and coexistence of 
a diversity of public domains. 
Marshall McLuhan pointed out that new technologies (like alphabets, printing 
presses, and even speech itself) exert a gravitational effect on cognition, which in 
turn affects social organization: print technology changes our perceptual habits 
("visual homogenizing of experience"), which in turn affects social interactions. 
Under the development of global network and mobile communication, human be-
haviours and human perception on "place" have been changed drastically; the 
definition of "place" and the urban structure of "global cities" are also different 
from the previous understanding. These factors would be crucial in the study of 
new strategy for spatial configuration and public domains' formation. 




Human Computer Interface 
Static, Imprisoned 
• 圓 通 ^ [ 
n 
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Human Building Interface 
Augmented, Fluid 
• 
4. Towards A New Type of Configurable 
Architecture 
Architecture is always founded with assigned programme; architects implement 
their own agenda in the buildings and expect everyone would follow what archi-
tects thought. However, at the age of wireless communication, one can perform 
any tasks they want everywhere. So why architecture should be confined to a fixed 
agenda? Wireless communication provides an opportunity to reflect upon the 
avant-garde projects of 60’s which allow maximum freedom for programme and 
configuration. The technology of Augmented Reality can bring up new idea of spa-
tial configuration and formation of public domain upon the old thinking. 

Amusement Centre 
With various kinds of games and fun machines, 
often accompanying with playful themes, visitors 
are totally immersed in a fantasy-like world de-
tached from reality. 
F^ Working on Computer 
Most of the tasks in conventional offices are done 
by computers. Networks are being setup allowing 
: access to files on various level. 
Online Game 
Sitting in front of computer screens, players are 
linked and interact within the virtual platform of 
the game, with their own avatars acting and tack-
ling different tasks. 
Live Sports Events at Bars 
Sports events happening at particular venues 
had no longer been subjected to limited exposure 
to live spectators since live-broadcast. Anyone 
can enjoy the games wherever TV screens are 
available. 
Cinema 
As the audience sit and watch a movie in the 
darkened screening room, the huge and lumi-
nous moving image on the screen take over the 
space of the room. 
Presentation 
By means of multi-media, presentation during 
meeting or conference would be more effective 
for audience's understanding. 
Office Partition 
Vertical surfaces are used as partition for division 
according to team or positions. Notices and re-
minders are often pinned on the surface. 
Video Conference 
Making use of internet and webcam, team mem-
bers on different locations could be connected for 
presentations and discussions. 
Immigration System 
There is no longer solid boundary for cities. City 
gates and walls have been reduced to an inter-
face which allow immigration by recognizing resi-
dents' identity cards and fingerprints. 
Online Postal Service (U.S.) 
The USPS has deployed augmented reality on its 
website. With the Virtual Box Simulator, custom-
ers can manipulate to figure out if the items they 
wish to mail will fit inside. 
Banking Services 
ATM machines have been the typical interfaces 
for bank services for a long time. E-banking is an 
alternative for which public can manage their own 
accounts. 
• Oeioclupi / ' 
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A compulsory element in every classroom. Teach-
ers would mark all the key points and often stu-
dents' feedback would also be illustrated there. 
Distance Learning 
Using virtual networks, students are no longer 
confined to a particular classroom.They could 
even take lessons at home. 
Group Activities 
With different teaching media, students could 
learn with more fun in an more interactive way. 
e-Government Website 
To reduce time consumed in queuing for govern-
ment-provided public services, website has been 
set up so that the public can perform tasks like 
applications. 
Presentation 
For better illustration, presentation through com-
puter are often used as an alternative to black-
board. 
Posters of Advertisements 
In order to maximize the advertising effect and 
exposure, large banners and posters of brands 
and services are hanged on the exterior or within 
commercial areas. 
Thermostat/ Control 
To adjust various conditions of the home, like var-
ying the temperature of different rooms or switch-
ing on/off home appliances, such remote control 
would be the interface concerned. 
Life Wall 
In the future the TV set could be a large, wall-sized 
display that is both a window of information and 
a communication tool. Eventually conventional 
domestic networked-computer would be replaced 
by such wall. 
|BB| LED Display 
Large screens of LED are often used on the ex-
'sy .、，j^Rf terior or within shopping malls for broadcasting, 
(V . . ^^^^/�- marketing, or generating different atmosphere 
with changing visual images. 
Smart Home 
With sensors installed in different locations at 
home. 
Information Display/Kiosk 
Touch screen information displays are often em-
ployed in commercial zones, showing layouts of 
different floors and locations of shops. Function 
of seraching maybe possible in certain kinds of 
displays. 
Home Surveillance 
With webcam installed at home, owners could ob-
serve conditions of various location of their own 
living places through mobile devices. 
. I L L III ' t；� 
Marketing 
Marketing are usually done in visual means. 
Through the technology of augmented reality, 
more impressing and interactive ways of promo-
tions could be achieved. 
Computer/ Television 
Since television broadcast, and subsequent de-
velopment of internet, people can get known of 
all events around the world without stepping out 
of their home. 
Online Shopping 
Wherever inetrnet is accessible, you can browse 
the catalogs and choose what you want to buy. 
Shopping is no longer confined in commercial 
% 
oa 
Envelope as Interfaces 
Building envelopes have been traditionally used as climatic borders which provide 
sheltering and shading. With different choice of external and infill material, a vari-
ety of insulating level could also be achieved. With the use of current environmen-
tal technologies, components like photovoltaic cells and green roof are greatly ap-
plied as means to reduce energy consumption and even converge natural energy 
into electricity. Yet beside these functional aspects, more has been accomplished 
in contemporary architecture. These are often symbolic attempts to deliver cul-
tural or consumerist messages. The fagade of Jean Nouvel's Institut du Monde 
Arabe has been a device beyond a mere environmental-responsive sun shading 
devices, which itself replicate the Arabic ambient with the pattern formed from 
the light and shadow. Others like the flagship stores of international brands using 
patterns or symbols of the brands' logos as patterns or features on the fagade 
are quite common in recent decades, making facades as a representation of the 
brand itself in cities. 
Daytime • as a blank 
volume of perforated 
aluminium 
^ t r i i i S f f i i M ^ 
mv 
light • 














The Tower of Winds 
Sound/wind - Light 
The Tower of Winds produces a de-
.materialized affect by cladding an 
fisting cooling tower with layers of 
lighting: neon tubes, mini-lamps and 
floodlights, reflected in mirror and 
perforated aluminium panels. The 
illumination responds to environ-
mental conditions around the tower, 
producing a constantly changing, 
dematerialized affect composed of 
ephemeral patterns of light 
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iw-The Dominus Winery constructs a 
/— rusticated affect through an exterior 
gabian wall of wire mesh cages filled 
r：] with smaller stones at the bottom 
，丨 and larger stones at the top, creating 
a complex visual pattern of stones 
and crevices. The size and density of 
the stones in each gabion are used 
to control the interior climate: a loose 
aggegation of large stones at top al-
low patches of light to the offices 
while a dense aggegation of smaller 
stones at base provide cooling and 
shadow for wine casks. 
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Institut du Monde Arabe 
Light-Ambient 
The envelope of the Institut du Monde 
Arabe - a museum devoted to Arab 
culture - produces a geometric affect 
by using light to create a mechanized 
:version of a mashrabiya, a traditional 
ornate screening device in Arab cul-
ture. Light diaphragms operated by 
computer-controlled sensors vary 
their level of opening over the course 
of the day, casting patterns of light 
• and shadow that create a geometric 
affect of the interior. 





Several sustainable strategies are 
；employed through the building surfac-
es. A solar canopy around the perime-
ter of the roof containing 60,000 pho-
tovoltelc cells will supply energy, and 
,preventtherelease of greenhouse gas 
emi运ions. The undulating roofllne 
will draw cool air into the open piazza 
at the center of the building, naturally 
ventilating the surrounding exhibit 
spaces. The green roof will provide 
habitat for a wide variety of wildlife. 
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， T o generate greater exposure and 
persuasive effects on consumption, 
丨 retailers, entertainers and entrepre-
neurs started occupying building fa-
cades with their own advertisements. 
；:Electronic display screens are often 
,found on facades as well, deliver-
L^ing news or commercial information, 
r " Together with shop window displays 
V Building envelopes are now actually . 
L；, information surfaces which push the' 
^ saturation of information in cpntem-
“"^porary urban spaces to an extreme. 
Contemporary Building 
Brand/Info - Goods/Exposure 
The outer glass surface of the Louis 
Vuitton Nagoya store Is fritted with 
fcife the checkerboard logo of the brand, 
with the same pattern printed on the 
•卜!i outer face of a solid wall 1.15 meters 
"‘ behind. Display boxes are placed 
within depth created by the two lay-
ers of glass, based on program areas 
within the building. People signified 
with the brand by the facade are also 
attracted by the goods displayed and 
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LV Nagoya store 
Brand - Goods 
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Interior Surlaces/Objects as Interfaces 
Interfaces do not just exist on building exterior but also interior. Walls, or more 
exactly, partitions, have been the most fundamental kind of interface articulating 
two spaces, which is most thoroughly expressed in traditional Japanese houses 
where sliding partitions determine the dimensions and functions of spaces. Fur-
ther application of such concept could be found in cases like Gary Chang's Apart-
ment which makes use of wall units, which may contains bookshelf or AV sets, to 
generate many different spatial arrangements within a tiny plot. Apart from such 
mechanical operations for spatial alternation, different types of sensors have 
been a commonly used interfaces within buildings as well. In NOX's Water Pa-
vilion, interactive processes operate simultaneously: light movement, sound and 
wire-frame projections which simulate ripples and waves; visitors simply passing 
the invisible infrared sensors or touch sensors to activate the wave and ripples, 
indicating the whole interior of the architecture is responsive to the actions of 
visitors. Active control of interior conditions through sensors is also possible in 
examples of smart homes. 
TraditionaUapanese _se 
Partition - Space 
Traditional Japanese housing does not have a designated use for each room gside from the 
sevice area. Any room can be a living；room, dining room, study, or bedroom, and the size of a 
room can be changed by a!terlng.th^ partitioning. Partitions wjtliin'the,house "are created by 
fusuma’ sliding doors made from wppd, and paper, which areportabje and easily removed. For 
large gatherings, these partition^ are removed tO;create one iai-ge meeting room, Daring a nor-^  
mal day, partitions can create much smaller anpl more manageab(e\lj0ng spaces .� 
Gary Chang's Domestic Transformer is a 344 sqyare foot apartmentthat could change into any 
of 24 different designs. The wall units, which are suspended from steel tracks bolted into the 
celling, seem to flpaf an inch above the reflective black^ranite floor. As they areshifted around, 
the apartment becomes all .manpec of spaces - kitchen, library, laundry room, dressing room, 
a lounge with a hammock, an enclosed dining area an^a wet bar. 
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surveillance I Interacllve 
Srnamom 
Control - Application/Ambient 
Thetcfea^bebind thei interactive system, is that It wou W responcMo紐丨丨y atVd as a Whole, a that 
‘frt'Wotifatre^orfd totpassW much as fo very acti</e'ones. Thfee interactive?process 
M 節勤丨摇 f ? 旨 9 难 � f : : W r 紐 m m l projections whidi)' slmu 丨 atd;ripples.iwa\(e《'丨 ig麵: 
mit^eineot ovdrth^dental curve andsourtd. j h e toe and明fjp'les'are activated by^vfeifors' 
ipty^^m^fhe invisible lltark'sehseffe or tSuch.gensofk Ripples dfepeifd on the forces； 
^attfe铺s筋r爱fl^ibmanrpulafelfi爸键rfosir � , ，， ‘ ‘ ‘ ^ 
elisor^ Inst l^etf洪ifoome,'坊e internal system cafn optimize different environmen-
tal ，coo'gti6;rr^6，"^ lrtr#e tfte use^of ditferent spz� 
WltK s jispr^l j 
con^j6;r5'@6i"^H_te tfie use^of ditfer ntsjaace： Beisdes, m owner coulcf control 
many^ 'Sspbcts', Ifi^^telfipefatUre bftjiferefit room's or turning home appliances on/off, 
‘lm'晚她k丨n'g asfof,tt>e ertidtel cohffoi! Appliance'llke'/lilfe Wall? can be operated by 
simplyBvrng-hahd eTtfier 絲t險：括&�e or in fronfofth^vfrall: Everyone in the famUy can 







Artists often seek ways to establish intensive relationship between man and pub-
lic space. Certain interactive artworks/installations by the Mexican electronic art-
ist Rafael Lozano-Hemmer may illustrate how this work. In Body Movies, Rafael 
transform public spaces with interactive projections, in which building facades are 
projected with photographic portraits that only appear inside the projected shad-
ows of the passers-by, whose silhouettes depending on distance they are from 
the light sources on the ground. And in his Vectorial Elevation, internet users can 
design, in the official website, light sculptures over the city's historic centre, with 
eighteen searchlights positioned around the square. This work made it possible 
for people from all over the world to control a transforming electronic architecture 
made from searchlights in public squares. 
lii. Public Intervention 
:J






Searching - Information 
:EyeStop, developed by MIT's SENSEable City 
Lab, is an exploration of smart urban furniture; 
it aims to enrich the city with sensing technolo-
gies, interactive services, community informa-
tion and-entertalnm^nt Riders can plan a bus 
trip on an interactive map, surf the Web, moni-
tor their real-time exposure tb pollutants and 
use;^heir' mobilfe— devicesv^'s an interface with 
the bus shelter. They can-also pdstadsand com-
munity announcements.to an electronic bulletin 
board atthe busstop, enhancing the EyeStop's 
functiqnailtyja^^^i Community gathering space. 
BodyMAm 
Body Movement - Set-changing 
I • •；：.：,.… 
^ "Body Movies" transforms public space with 
/interactive, ^rojecllo'ris' Thousands of pHdto-
- 'gra^i ic porfrdlts. are shown usjng robotically 
controlled'^pfoj^ctor^* However the portraits 
only appear insicle.-'the：projected shadows of 
“the passers-byrwhose,silhouettes can, measure 
between two and twenty-five metres depending 
on how,cfos§ or far away they ar'e from the lijght^ 
sources j30sitioned>on the ground.'A video stitv 
veilldtilce tracking system tr畴r在 new portrait ； 
when all the existing ones have been revealed；' 
invitrrf^ the publfc4a occupy new narratives of 
.represfentatioff-vy •. 
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"Vectorial Elevation" is an interactive art project 
originally designed to celebrate the arrival of 
the year 2000 in Mexico City's Zocalo Square. 
Its website enabled any Internet user to design 
light sculptures over the city's historic centre, 
with eighteen searchlights positioned around 
the square. These searchlights were controlled 
by an online 3D simulation program and visu-
alised by digital cameras. A personalised web-
page was produced for every participant with 
images of their design and information. 
29 
Cosmopolis 
敎Users' Control - Visual Display 
m 
”"Cosmopolis" endeavours to examine urban 
realities through people's eyes. The visitor en-
ters a big, moving panorama of a constantly 
changing city. Twelve observation binoculars 
allow one to be surrounded 360° by twelve ur-
ban environments. Only later does the visitor 
realize that his or her viewpoint through the VR 
binocular is "captured" and used to create the 
big panorama of Cosmopolis at the centre of 
the exhibition. Little by little, a surprising city is 
built, the fruit of visitors' intersecting gazes and 
visual experiences.紋 
ictorial Elevation 
,Remote users' control - Ambient 
�•-‘Sr.sLjte 
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J^mountable Cube/Partition ‘ Spaps Qrganfzatloiy^togrami 
Using (^bemetids ana the latest computer technologies. P i^^p『一 
create an (mprovisatlonal architecture which would be cap^Sfe of^l^rnj 
Ing, anticipating, and adapting to the constantly evolving pro^anit^irWlri 
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The various uses of interfaces happen in architecture have been undergoing 
changes according to the capability achieved through technological development. 
In order to seek for further possibilities suiting an even more intensive exchange 
of information under the era of augmented reality, the nature of building surfaces, 
the spatial layout of different programmes and the mode of interactions between 
individuals and between human and space must be reconsidered, in response to 
the possible changes brought about by the technological advancement. 
6. Life in the Era of Augmented Reality 
Once all online information is release in space through the use of augmented 
reality, city spaces would be transformed as huge software containing all those 
virtual data and the physicality of the city, namely architecture or the built environ-
ment, would act as the hardware as supports facilitating such operations. Certain 
phenomenons would become common scenarios in this coming era. Some maybe 
relevant to use of space, others maybe not but affect heavily on individuals' per-
ception of space. 
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INDIVIDIIAl AUGMENTED REALITY Mobile devices like smart phone 
enables easy access to the internet whenever one feels like to 
use it. However，once people are able to read all the contents 
in the internet through wearable devices like contact lens al-
lowing individual augmented reality with VIRTUAL MANIPULATION 
OF COMPUTING，smart phone would no longer be needed. By 
that time the people would be noticed whatever data about 
places they are looking at in the forms of TAGGING. They could 
also access to any information they have SUBSCRIBED without 
using any physical computation devices. They could even re-
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NEW FORM OF ENTERTAINMENT - Entertainment would depend on 
the technology of augmented reality a lot. Activitites like go-
ing to cinema or playing video/computer games would be dif-
ferent from our current understanding. As we no longer need 
the screen anymore and everything would look like 3D PRO-
JECTIONS. The way of enjoying live broadcast would also be NO 
LONGER CONFINED ON THE SCREEN. We could still enjoy the broad-
cast in places similar to current auditorium/arena (with dif-
ferent configuration) which 3D moving images of the event 
would be delivered on any size. Audience could also select their 
own desired view angle overlapping on the images for public. 
VIRTUAL SPACE IN BEAUTY - Nowadays we can access the inter-
net anyway，thanks to the advancement of wireless collection. 
This invisible linkage forms a VIRTUAL LAYER OF INFRASTffllO 
TBRE which allow maximum rate of information exchange. 
In future, this virtual layer of infrastructure would be even 
more crucial to aspects of our daily activities. By then VIR-
TUAL CONSTRUCTION would not just be possible in computer but 
also in reality. In the way which individuals could form VIR-
TUAL ENCLOSURE, generating a more private spaces for them-
selves or for group activities such as quick discussion or even 
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Augmented Surface： 
The Key for Architectural Design in the New Era 
Augmented Reality implies a minimization of physicality in architecture. It lets the 
public regain their own authority to make up their own ideal environment through 
technology, without doing any physical alternation the the existing environment. 
As they can turn any space into another environment which could facilitate their 
own living, works or activities, it seems that the only type of space needed is the 
generic ones, being as neutral as possible in order to let them accommodate as 
much possibilities of functions as possible. So what is the job left for architects? 
In the new era of heavy application of mediated augmentation, instead of using 
complex spatial configurations to arouse human's perception on architecture, ar-
chitects should step back and put more effort on the use of augmented surface 
as the driven force of architectural design, leaving all constructed space less ob-
structive for the public to exercise the flexibilty promised by Augmented Reality. 
Since all sorts of augmentation require a medium, particularly architectural sur-
faces for this thesis, to make changes on the reality we perceive, more thoughtful 
decisions about the use of surfaces, their layouts, orientations, how they combine 
to define a particular space, should be done in order to fit spcae to the diverse 
scenarios generated through augmentation. 
Nature of the Project 
The project itself is not meant to be something totally new. It is rather a medium to 
assert effects on what have already existed. So would it stay on a specific location 
or would it be mobile? The first attempt was using modular tensegrity components 
to form flexible and kinetic structures accommodating the surfaces used to aug-
ment. Those structures function as temporary media-related event spaces; its use 
would be determined by their enclosing surfaces. 
Yet considering the use of augmentation in architecture from previous research, 
the practice of mobile structure involves too much mechanical aspects, contra-
dicting with the aim of augmentation through architectural surface, which em-
phasizes on subtle alternation for diverse effects. Therefore the key of the design 
was narrowed down to only surfaces. The surface would be a mediated infrastruc-
ture overlaid on the existing built environment, making use of what is already 
present, augmenting them for changes of the space it enclose, regarding on its 
programme, content and atmosphere. 
m 




8. Site - The 如ing-to-De Plaza in 
Tslm Sha Tsui 
The criteria of site are places where extensive levels of 
augmentation have already existed with huge flow of hu-
man, vehicles and information. Eventually the going-to-be 
plaza in Tsim Sha Tsui, situating on the current bus ter-
minal next to Star Ferry Pier was chosen as the site for 
the project. The project do not merely deal with the open 
space, the ground as an extensive horizontal surface, but 
also the three facades of the surrounding buildings (Star 
House, Cultural Centre and Star Ferry Pier). Any specific 
programmes are not assigned to a particular space but 
rather a diverse range of events will be possible in any 
spaces of this project. 
It started with analysis on the issues of flows and augmen-
tation existed in the site for an understanding of what and 
how the surface would tackle there. Three types of pedes-
trian flows were recognized in specific periods of a day. It 
indicates that during different stages of a day, the type 
of contents and atmosphere needed for the public space 
could be varied as the public in the open space are of var-
ied nature. On the other hand, augmentations existed on 
the site were categorized according to ther means, targets 
and period of activation. All these were contributed to a da-
tabase in which the project, a new mediated infrastructure, 
would affect on. 
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p r o g r a m m e i media show 
CETDRAl CENTRE (extension) 
There w山 not be any fixed programme as-
signed to a specific place in this project. In 
other words, there is no particular programme 
being carried out throughout the whole day in 
one space. The rules for programmes' alloca-
tion guided by their activation periods and 
spatial requirements. The period of activa-
tion of all possible programmes or events are 
specified; some of them only occupy either 
day or night time. Then programmes with the 
same spatial requirement could be matched 
for a specific location, running through dif-
ferent period of time in a day. On the other 
hand, the design of the surface for different 
space would depends on the augmentation 
required by those programmes / events. 
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addliional programme 
The concept of this project is to use one 
piece of surface, overlaying on what is built, 
to achieve different types of augmentation for 
programmatic, ambient or content variation. 
The surface itself would fluctuate to create 
new facades / ground composed of "in-and-
out" space, where new public / event spaces 
would be accommodate. During the initial 
stage of design, the operation resulted in in-
trusion of Star House, bringing public life into 
the private building; and new volumes on the 
facades of Cultural Centre and Star Ferry Pier. 
Linkage would also be established between 
Star House and the new volumes outside Cul-
tural Centre, forming a new threshold at the 
entrance of the plaza. 
On the plaza, the new surface generate a new 
layer of landscape shaping the original flat 
ground. Sheltered spaces and level changes 
would emerge under the new definition of the 
ground. These new feature would be used 
to facilitate events on the plaza like street 
performance, as places of solitude in public 
space or to function as fundamental urban 
furniture in the plaza. The changing levels of 









11. Studies on Image Resolution & Media / 
Mediated Facade 
As augmentation in this project is heavily depends on the use of elec-
tronic media, the use of media facade / surface and the issue of image 
resolution on media display must be considered regarding aspects like 
programmatic needs and details of content projected. 
Image resolution refers to the level of visual details; it is not necessarily 
to have high resolution for all display devices. For mere text contents or 
abstract graphics, low resolution display would provide enough visual 
details. For broadcast of moving images, a rather high resolution display 
would be required. Distance between display devices and target audi-
ence is another factor affecting the choice of resolution; distant display 
only needs a low resolution detail for viewera to fully receive its content. 
Transparency of the envelopes required by programmes determine the 
articulation of the media facades applied. Thus with the consideration of 
both resolution and facade articulation, a more well-fitted facade system 
could be established for various types of augmentation. 
Composition 
Level of 
Resolution l i l i 
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12. Further Development 
What would happen exactly after the surface 
fluctuate and intrude existing buildings? Fur-
ther details were configured in Star House. 
Behind the extruded portions of the surface 
are the new event space of several spatial 
typologies, in which each of them provides 
a fundamental setup for possible events, 
for changing functions. These spaces would 
serve the office tenants during office hours, 
and would be available to the public during 
other time. The change of functions or events 
would be achieved through internal augmen-
tation by the interior surfaces. 
The intruding portions of the surface would 
create terrace as the breathing space on this 
opaque building facade, which could also act 
as the arrival point for public going to differ-
ent new event spaces. 
Circulation consisting of esculators and walk-
way would also be available on the facade, 
linking the new event spaces to groups of of-
fices, which are potential consumers of the 
particular space. Envelopes of the circulation 
network thus strengthen the dynamics dem-
onstrated on the new facade of Star House. 
This new facade would be used to broadcast 
or promote events in the new spaces and act 
as advertising media for office tenants. 
ore 
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A play using the whole plaza as the stage, with (moving) images on differ-
ent surfaces interact with each other, getting the public totally immersed 
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The New Event Space m Star House 
I " l 
Programs / Events 
During Office Hours 
1. A piece of surface overlaid on the former bus termi- 2. A portion of the surface being folded and invaded a 
nal, entending upwards along the facado of the Star corner of Star House to create new event space, bring-
f iouse and Cultural Centre. ing public lives up the building. 
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3. The surface overlaid on t h o T ^ a d o s of Star House 
and Cultural Centre and the plaza would bo the media 
augmenting the plaza, and the new event space would 
be venues defined by internal augmentation. 
4. An elevated platform and a canopy with mechanical 
features would be installed on edges of the plaza to 
enrich the variety of augmentation. 
5. Different Resolutions would oe applied on different 
surfaces for specif ic level of visual details according to 
Ihe type of information each of them deliever. 
lighting a n d ^ 
6. The plaza would be defined oy not the mere physical 
boundary but also the content and atmosphere gen-
erated by the surfaces enclosing it. Being augmented 
in different ways, a wider range of possible situations 





Programs / Events 
After Office Hours 
Or During Holidays 
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Inclined Media Surface 
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Various Events _ 
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Beyond Opening H 
(Scroon unfolded) 
Media Facade type 2 (Media Mesh 
with Backing LED setting) 
Information Kiosk / Ticket Booth 
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Elevatory Canopy 
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The new event space in Star House was de-
signed in the form of a folding surface, form-
ing alternately enclosed and open spaces. 
The enclosed spaces would be directly aug-
mented by surfaces within and would also get 
their front facades augmented with contents 
related to events they accommodate. The 
open spaces would function as public decks 
with features like inclined ceilings installed 
with screens or light post to get themselves 
augmented. 
Linkage between the new event space and 
the plaza is established through the informa-
tion kiosk with the bridge spanning over the 
entrance of the plaza from Canto Road. A con-
tinuous network of mediated surfaces is thus 
made as a new mean to contribute a more 
vibrant and diverse lives in public spaces. 
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Previous Studies on Programme and Site 
In order to have a programme which allow extensive use of different types of in-
terfaces, incorporating different types of interactions, some sort of media centre 
/ media park, including spaces for library, exhibition, performance, research, ex-
change and public open ground for media experiments, has been chosen. 
Two precedents with similar programmatic composition, Mediatheque in Sendai 
by Toyo Ito and the unrealized project for ZKM by OMA, were studied for their 
spatial arrangements and proportion of different categories of programmes. Both 
of the two projects emphasized on programmatic flexibility through different struc-
tural means, the use of "tree" and "plate" for fluid floor spaces iri Mediatheque 
and the use of vierendeel beams which turns structural depth into habitable 
space in ZKM. Yet the programmatic flexibility achieved for this coming project 
must go beyond these two precedents. 
The approach used for the coming project would base on the fundamental spa-
tial needs of components of different programmes. Those components would be 
regrouped under category of spatial requirements. Therefore programmes would 
no longer be used as the driving force for spatial arrangement; the different spa-
tial types derived would be considered instead for a programmatic indeterminacy 
which enable the project to sustain from constant changes. On the other hand, 
spatial layouts of different programmes would be transformed as well under the 
different technological background, implying different scenarios of the use of 
spaces; the formation of different spatial types would therefore regard on the pos-
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Concept of Surface (sectional) 
Private Nodes (opaque partition) Semi-Public Nodes (transparent / no partition) Private Nodes (opaque partition) Semi-Public Nodes (transparent / no partition) 
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Programmatic Operation - Live Broadcast (sectional) 
Typical Arrangement 
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Seperated Broadcast in Different Type of Space 
Programmatic Operation - Live Broadcast (plan) 
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• Low Resolution 





•Specific and Temporal Self-generated Content 
Node (1) 
•Low Resolution 




An online discussion site where 
people can hold conversations 
in the form of posted messages. 
Depending on the access level 
of a user and/or the forum set-
up, a posted message might 
need to be approved by a mod-




A gathering place of higher sig-
nificance, and often the scene 
of diverse activities, including 
discussions and debates, per-
formances, meetings, et cetera. 
NODE 
A physical network node is an 
active electronic device that is 
attached to a network, and is 
capable of sending, receiving, 
or forwarding information over 










咖 械 離 腳 I 缺 
Either a software, or one or se-
ries of computers that link other 
computers or electronic devices 
together. They often provide es-
sential services across a net-
work, either to private users 
inside a large organization or 
to public users via the Internet. 
A feature in many socisi net-
work services which allows us-
ers to create, post, comment 
to and read from their own in-
terest-specific forums. Groups 
are formed to provide mini-net-
works within the larger, n 
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An infrastructural network that 
connect all terminals or interfac-
es at different location within its 
area of coverage. The operation 
of all augmented activities will 
essentially depend on the server. 
Interaction 
Manipulation 
A place where people of certain 
common background or inter-
est gather and conduct shar-
ing, discussion or even enter-
ing a virtual environment fot 
games or working operations, 
Platform (1) 
•Low Resolution 
•Temporal Specific Content 
Platform (2) 
•High Resolution 
•Temporal Self-generated Content 




• Low Resolution 
•Specific Content 
憲 
Group (2) ^Imr 
•Semi-public 
• High Resolution 
•Specific and Self-generated Content 
Library 
Majority of the space are used for 
the display or storage of reading 
materials. A completely silent area 
for readers is not an easy task. 
/ / 
The use of digital copies could re-
lease more spaces as the reading/ 
viewing places of visitors in form of 
nodes or seminar/discussions. 
二 二 
An exhibition space is a rather ge-
neric space with pure backdrop 
holding artworks. Interaction be-
tween space and artworks is not 
often seen. 0 0 0 
o 
A particular physical structure 
could be augmented with a layer of 
virtual environment, reconstruct-
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Conventional office layouts rely 
heavily on the use of partitions as 
seperation between individuals' 
working spaces. 
Making use of Nodes as individu-
als’ working spaces could achieve 
higher adaptability of the office 
layout. 
Retail Store 
A particular store may not be able 
to hold all the goods within the cat-
alog as stock is limited. 
Images of absent goods could be 
generated on mirror in real size for 
customers to try on and purchase, 
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Museum for Art 
Research: Institute for Visual 
Media, Institute for 
. Music and Acoustic, 
Multimedia Lab 
Theatre/Workshop： Media Theatre 
Music Studios 
Lecture Room 
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Music Studio 
Offices 
Digital Sound Workshop 
New Media Laboratory 
Music & Acoustic Laboratory 
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Music Studio 
Digital Sound Workshop 
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The Choice of Site 
Sun Yat Sen Memorial Park along the 
coast of Sai Ying Pun is chosen as the 
site for the experiement. 
The park is of short distance from the fu-
ture MTR exits (around 300m) and the 
nearby Macau-HK Ferry Pier. The West-
ern Island Line will surely improve the 
accessibility of the site. 
Future development of Sai Ying Pun, 
bring about by the new MTR route, will 
expand the neighbour with more public 
space sacrificed due to the construction. 
The park, locating at the waterfront, 
however is still being overlooked as it is 
seperated from the rest of the context 
by the elevated road. Somehow it need 
a stronger sense as a destination to at-
tract vistors. To maximize the use of this 
open space, programmes besides con-
ventional recreational purposes could 
be considered. 
Map of Sun Yat Sen Memorial Pa 
Content irrelevant with Context 
The location was assigned as the park 
since Sun Yat Sen used to meet with his 
partners on boat near the coast of She-
ung Wan as he was forbidden to step on 
the land of Hong Kong. Yet the coastal 
area of that time has already vanished. 
due to land reclamation. 
There are several construction which imi-
tate the study environments of Sun Yat 
Sen, such as a colonnade which copy the 
architectural style of Central College, the 
high school he studied in Hong Kong. 
A few facilities were assigned with 
themes relating with the legend of Sun 
Yat Sen, such as having train-like play-
ground facilities to celebrate his contri-
bution of Chinese railway development. 
Out of all such features, none of them 
was directly implied by the site. 
Rendering of the Swimming Pool Complex with the Park 
2 5 0 m 
With the opening of 
the future Sai Ying 
Pun MTR station, the 
area would undergo! 
transformation in 
coming years. As a 
part of the waterfront； 
in front of the com-丨 
munities of Sai Ying 
Pun, the area, being! 
a prominent open 
space, has rather 
been overlooked.; 
Revitalization of the; 
place would be ben-丨 
eficiai to the district. ！ 
I 
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Figure and Ground 
The existing urban 
fibre of Sai Ying Pun 
is one of the most 
well-preserved in 
Hong Kong. The land 
plots are basically 
defined according to 
the topography of the 
area, with considera-
tions on ventilation. 
Yet current develop-
ments, partly bring 
about by the future 
MTR Western island 
Line, are gradually 
destroying that with 
bold gestures. 
Pedestrian Circulation 
The site is quite iso-j 
lated from the major 
part of Sai Ying Pun, 
being seperated by 
traffic way and elevat-
ed roads. There is no 
crossing for pedes-
trian to get to the wa-
terfront. They need to 
use the foot bridges 
in order to arrive at 
the otherside of the 
elevated road. Dif-
ferent types of link-
age of the two sides 
should be explored. 
Next to the entrance 
of Western Harbour ： 
Crossing, the site is : 
situated beside a 
broad road network 
together with the el-
evated roads. Going 
along the waterfront, 
one would arrive at 
the transpotatlon 
hub formed by the 
bus terminal and 
pier. On the others ide� 
of the network, the :J 
roads basically follow%| 
the topography of Sai j 
Ying Pun. 
'imm 響 _ 
；? 
Next to the entrance 
of Western Harbour 
Crossing, the site is 
situated beside a 
broad road network 
together with- the el-
evated roads. Going 
along the waterfront, 
one would arrive at 
the transpotation 
hub formed by the 
bus terminal and 
pier. On the otherside 
of the network, the 
roads basically follow 
the topography of Sai 
Ying Pun. 
Circulation and Context 








Ground Level Programme 
Walking along the 
street of Sheung Wa 
and Sai Ying Pun, 
one would discover 
that it is full of stores 
selling dried seafood. 
On top of them are 
mainly commerical 
buildings, being close 
to waterfront, and 
residential buildings, 
situated further from 
the harbour. Servers 1 
open spaces in the 
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